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Abstract

Multibiomitric systems are expected to be more accurate due to the presence of multiple evidences, score level 
fusion is the most commonly used approach in multibiometrics. In this paper, A novel approach is proposed for the 
fusion at score level fusion based on False Reject Rate(FRR) and False Accept Rate(FRR) using triangular 
norms(t-norms). This study aims at tapping the potential of t-norms for information fusion at first, at the second, it 
transfers scores into Transfer function based on corresponding FRRs and FARs, thus avoiding calculating posterior 
probability of a certain score. Experiment result shown that the proposed method renders very good performance as 
it is quite computationally and outperforms the traditional score level fusion schemes, the experimental result also 
confirms the effectiveness of the proposed method to improve the performance of multibiometric system.

Keywords: MultiBiometrics, Score Level Fusion, False Reject Rate(FRR), False Accept Rate(FRR) , triangular 
norms, Transfer function

1. Introduction1

The problem of automatic recognition of individuals 
using biometrics has received a great deal of interest in 
the last few decades[1]. This is mainly due to the obvious 
advantages that biometrics has to offer over conventional 
means of identity verification. However, whilst 
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considerable advance have been achieved in this area, 
unimodal biometric systems are plagued by several 
drawbacks, such as susceptibility of the result to the 
quality of the sample, its orientation/rotation and 
distortion, noise, intra-class variability, risk of spoofing 
and others[2]. Confronted by the limitation of unimodal 
systems, we are gravitated toward multibiometric sources 
which utilize the evidences presented by multiple 
biometric sources in order to determine or confirm the 
identity of an individual.

According to the level of information fused, we can
subdivide them in five categories [3]: sensor level fusion, 
feature level fusion, matching level fusion, rank level 
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fusion and decision level fusion. Among them, score 
level fusion is the most frequently utilized because of 
easy availability of the scores and contains ample 
information to discriminate between genuine and 
impostor scores. Already existing score level fusion 
approaches can be categorized into three classes:
transformation-based, density-based and classifier-based.

The first score level fusion method is known as 
transformation-based[4], in practice, owing to the limited 
availability of training data, accurate estimation of the 
joint conditional densities for all classes is not always 
possible. In such situations, a more appropriate fusion 
method is to directly combine the scores provided by 
different matches without converting them into a 
posterior probabilities. Score normalization is needed to 
transform the scores obtained from different classifier 
into a common domain, consequently, in the transformed 
domain, the sum, max and min combination rules can be 
directly applied. In the density-based fusion method[5] , 
the matching scores are transformed into posterior 
probability at first, then the Bayes rules are used to the 
final decision. The density functions of the match score 
are usually not known and have to be estimated from a 
set of training scores of the classes. Density estimation 
can be accomplished either by the parametric or 
non-parametric methods. In the classifier-based score 
level fusion[6], it takes N matching scores as an 
N-dimensional feature vector that is used to categorize 
into one of two possible classes: genuine and impostor. 
Based on the training data, the classifier learns a decision 
boundary between the classes.

In conclusion, the transformation-based fusion 
approach, with no training process and few consideration 
of distribution of matching scores and it is easy to 
implement[7]. On the contrary, density-based fusion 
method, which requires accurate estimation of density 
and huge number of training samples, is hard to carry out 
for the following reasons: firstly, positive samples, 
namely genuine matching scores are limited in today's 
multi-biometric systems, secondly, it is difficult to 
estimate the density of matching scores in that they may 
not obey a certain distribution model. Classifier-based 
fusion has its advantage of freeing from the restriction of 
different distribution of matching scores, but it needs 
sufficient training samples and new training for a 
different system.

Based on the above analysis of the advantages and 
disadvantages of existing methods, we propose a new 

approach to describe the distribution of matching scores 
by FRR and FAR, where they are two important 
parameters of illustrating performance of a recognition 
system. In order to enhancing the performance of score 
level fusion, we investigate t-norm using for the score 
level fusion, these norms deal with the real challenge of 
uncertainty and imperfection pervading the different 
sources of knowledge.

In this paper, a new score level fusion method is 
propose which based on FRR and FAR using t-norm. It 
firstly calculates FRR and FAR based on training samples, 
and obtained the Transfer function based on FAR and 
FRR. Then computes Transfer function of each matching 
scores through interpolation based on testing samples. At 
the last, the final decision are made by t-norms. 
Compared to the existing methods, the fusion algorithm 
proposed in this paper can greatly improve the 
recognition performance of multibiometric system.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 
The t-norms is discussed in Section 2. The scheme which 
transform the score to Transfer function based on FRR 
and FAR is described in Section 3. In Section 4, the 
new fusion method named transfer function triangular 
fusion(TFTF) is briefly discussed. Hence, the 
experiments result is presented in Section5. Section 6 
conclude our work and outlines our future work to 
generalize the method to multibiometric recognition 
system.

2. Preliminaries of t-norms

Triangular norms(t-norms) and t-conorms are the 

most general families of binary functions that satisfy the 

requirements of the conjunction and disjunction operators 
respectively[8]. These t-norms ),( 21 SST and t-conorms

),( 21 SSS are two place functions that map the unit 

square into the unit interval, i.e., 
]1,0[]1,0[]1,0[:),( 21 SST and 

]1,0[]1,0[]1,0[:),( 21 SSS .

A t-norms is a function T: ]1,0[]1,0[]1,0[ which 

satisfies the following properties[9]:
(1) Commutativity: ),(),( 1221 SSTSST

(2) Monotonicity: ),(),( 4321 SSTSST if

4321 SandSSS
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(3) Associativity: )3),2,1(()3,2(,1( SSSTSSTST

(4) 11 )1,( SST

Specifically, t-norms do not require the assumption 

of evidential independence of the modalities to be fused. 

As t-norms are associative, fusion of three or more 

modalities can be done irrespective of the order. Their 

corresponding boundary condition, the evaluation of the 
t-norms at the extremes of the ]1,0[ interval, satisfy the 

truth tables of the logical AND and OR operators. 

T-norms are a generalization of the usual two-valued 

logical conjunction. The monotonicity property of the 

t-norms ensure that the degree of truth of conjunction 

does not decrease if the truth values of conjunct increase. 

Continuity, which is often required from the fuzzy 

conjunction point of view requires that very small 

changes in the truth values of conjunct should not 

drastically affect the truth value of their conjunction.

The most used t-norms are taken as follows[10]:

Einstein product:
)(2 2121

21

SSSS
SS (1)

Hamacher:
2121

21

SSSS
SS (2)

Yager: )0,))1()1((1max( 1
21

ppp SS (3)

3. Compute transfer function based on FRR and FAR

Matching scores coming different recognition 
systems are not comparable directly, at the same time, 
FRR and FAR can be obtained by setting threshold as 
each score. Therefore, we firstly calculate FRR and FAR 
of each matching score based on training samples, then 
obtained Transfer function based on FRR and FAR which 
coming from training samples, at last, we compute 
Transfer function of each matching score through 
interpolation based on testing samples.

3.1. FRR and FAR computation based on training 
samples

Suppose an two fusion system has N training 
samples. For the ith training samples, the template 
feature is ],[ 21

ii uuU , input feature is ],[ 21
ii vvV , the 

matching score is ],[ 21
ii ssS . In addition ,we use iz

to note the ith training samples whether genuine or 
impostor. When the training samples is belong to genuine, 
then iz is 1; otherwise the training samples is belong to 
impostor, then iz is 0. So the FRR and FAR of the 
matcher based on training samples are respectively 
calculated as follows[11-12]:

N

i iz

iztisi
postortsPtFAR

1
)1(

|}0,|{|
)Im|()( (4)

N

i iz

iztisi
GenuinetsPtFRR

1

|}1,|{|
)|()( (5)

3.2. Transfer function calculation based on FRR and 
FAR belong to training samples

It is show that the FRR and FAR are the variables 
which calculate the a range of error rate and correct rate 
and accumulate the error rate of each matching point. It is 
reflect the distribution of the matching scores in the 
training set, avoiding compute the error rate or correct 
rate to a specific matching score. Form the viewpoint 
discussed above, we know it is difficult to compute the 
ideal transfer function. So in this paper, we construct a 
new transfer function based on FRR and FAR using 
confidence function.

The first step is compute confidence function 
)(tBk using equation (6):

else
tkFAR
tkFRR

tkFAR
FAR

tkFRR

tkFRR
tkFAR

FRR

tkB

)(
)(

0)(
)(

0)(
)(

)(
0

0

      (6)

N

i iz

iztk
isi

tkFAR

1
)1(

|}0,|{|
)(

(7)

N

i iz

iztk
isi

tkFRR

1

|}1,|{|
)(

       (8)
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In order to ensure the distinguish ability of the 
confidence function )(tBk When )(tFRRk or 

)(tFARk are equal to zero, we define 0FRR or 0FAR
in this paper and the calculation is taken as follows:

N

i
iz

FAR

1

0

)1(

1              (9)

N

i
iz

FRR

1

0

)(

1             (10)

For unimodal recognition system, the ordering of the 
confidence function is equal to the ordering of the 
probability of the matching score, that means the larger of 
the confidence degree, the larger of the probability of the 
matching result belong to the genuine is. From the 
equation (6), we can find that )(tBk is not within the 

range 0 and 1,Inspired by the idea of ideal transfer 
function idealT , we can obtain the transfer function 

)(tTk which based on confidence function )(tBk of 
the kth matcher[13]:

1)(
)(

)(
tB

tBtT
k

k
k            (11)

From the equation (11), we know ]1,0[)(xTk and 
we can further proof the following two equations:

)()( yBxByx kk       (12)

)()()()( yBxByTxT kkkk (13)

3.3. Transfer function calculation based on FRR and 
FAR belong to tesing samples

According to the above analysis, we known that the 
calculation of the transformation function based on FAR 
and FRR is difficult and fussy, it is needs all the matching 
scores which is impossible in a real recognition system, 
so we can only calculate it on the training set. Generally 
speaking, the training set and testing set have the same 
probability distribution, which means that if one score 
appears in the training samples, it will probably appear in 
the testing samples as well. So in this paper, we using 
interpolation method to obtain the transformation 
function value in the testing set.

Suppose in the training process, there 
)( Nnn different matching scores are generated by kth

matcher based on N training samples and we ranking 

them in a ascending order as },...,,{ 21
k
n

kk ttt , then we can 

obtain }1|)({ nitFAR k
ik and }1|)({ nitFRR k

ik

by equation(7) and equation(8). In the testing process, for 
the coming matching score x , the )(xFARk and 

)(xFRRk are calculated using interpolation method in 
the four situations as follows:

(1) If ktx 1 , that means all matching scores 
generated in the training process are larger than x , then 
we using kt1 and kt2 as control points, and 
calculate )(xTk as follows:

)()()( 2
12

1
1

12

2' k
kkk

k
k

kkk

k

k tT
tt
txtT

tt
xtxT

(14)

(2) If k
ntx , that means all matching scores 

generated in the training process are samller than x ,
then we using k

nt 1 and k
nt as control points, and 

calculate )(xTk as follows:

)()()(
1

1
1

1

' k
nkk

n
k
n

k
nk

nkk
n

k
n

k
n

k tT
tt
txtT

tt
xtxT

(15)

(3) If there exist x which equal to k
it , then 

)()(' k
ikk tTxT                (16)

(4) If k
i

k
i txt 1 , we can obtain )(xTk as 

follows:

)()()( 1
11

1' k
ikk

i
k
i

k
ik

ikk
i

k
i

k
i

k tT
tt

txtT
tt
xtxT

(17)

4. The proposed new fusion method

During score level fusion, score vector is combined 
to generate a single scalar score which is later used to 
make the final decision. Based on the Section 3, the 
matching score can be transformed to another score 
which is transfer function. All the training scores and 
testing scores can be transformed into their transfer 
function.

In this paper, for applying t-norms, the matching 
scores from all the modality are first converted to the 
common domain ]1,0[ to guarantee a meaningful 
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combination of the scores. The normalization criterion to 
do this is taken as[14]:

)min()max(
)min('

xx
xxx    (18)

Where 'x represents the normalized scores that are 
combined using the new method proposed in this paper. 
This kind of fusion is done in an associative manner,that 
means first combining the fusion output of the first two 
modalities with the third modality, and so on, until all the 
modalities are fused. If 321 ,, TTT are the transfer 
functions of the three modalities, so the combined score 
T is given by:

)),(,( 213 TTTTTT                (19)

),norm(t),( yxyxT              (20)

The steps of the training process is list as follows:
(1) Obtain the FAR and FRR in the training process 

of the single modality using equation (4) and (5);
(2) Calculate the confidence function )(tBk and 

transfer function )(tTk belong to corresponding FAR and 
FRR of the single modality the by equation (6) and (11).

The steps of the testing process is list as follows:
(1)Calculate the transfer function )(tTk in the 

testing process of the single modality using the testing 
matching score x by equation (14) to (17);

(2) Fusion the )(tTk in the testing process of the 
single modality using triangular norms.

5. Experiment Results

5.1. AMI Database

In this paper, the Augmented Multi-Party Interaction 

(AMI) corpus were used for our experiment[15].The AMI 

corpus consists of audio-visual data captured of our 

participants in a natural meeting scenario. The 

participants volunteered their time freely and were 

assigned roles such as “project manager” or “marketing 

director” for the task of designing a new remote control 

device. The teams met over several sessions of varying 

lengths (15–35 minutes). 

The meetings were not scripted and different 

activities were carried out such as presenting at a slide 

screen, explaining concepts on a whiteboard or discussing 

while sitting around a table. The participants therefore 

interacted naturally, including talking over each other. 

Data was collected in an instrumented meeting room. 

This contains a table, slide screen, white board and four 

chairs. While participants were requested to return to the 

same seat for the duration of a meeting session, they 

could move freely throughout the meeting. Different 

audio sources of varying distance to the speaker, and 

different video sources of varying views and 

fields-of-view represent audio-visual data of varying 

quality which is useful for robustness testing. 

In this experiment, the subset of AMI database 

named AMIES2016 was used. For this experiment, we 

captured 5 video segments from each people's video that 

at last a total of 20 small video segments were obtained. 

We denoted it’s as S1 to S20. For the reason of most of 

the image frames in the video have poor quality and no 

nose in the images, so we should delete it and then 

regular the image to guarantee nose is in the center of the 

image. Then select 10 frames from the video and record 

as 1 to 10 to construct the AMIES2016 face database. For 

each image, we normalized it to form the uniform size of 

64*64. Figure 1 show 10 frames selected from one video.

Fig.1. Face images of AMIES2016 database videos

5.2. Experiment Overview

The simulation experiments in this paper are 

conducted based on face recognition and speaker 

recognition. The face recognition experiments are 

conducted using the method proposed in [16-18], and the 

speaker recognition experiments are conducted using the 
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method proposed in [19-20], and all are our preliminary 

works. We sign the face matcher as F1, F2 and F3, the 

speaker matcher as S1 and S2 respectively. The Equal 

Error Rate(EER) is used to assess the performance of the 

biometric systems, in biometric systems, we always try to 

make the EER smaller.

The experiments are include three parts: 

(1) we compare the different triangular norm fusion 

methodologies using raw matching scores; 

(2) we compare the fusion method proposed in this 

paper with different initial fusion strategies ; 

(3) we compare the fusion method proposed in this 

paper with different fusion strategies which combined 

triangular norms.

5.3. Compare the different triangular norm fusion 

methodologies
In this part, we compare the performance between 

different triangular norm fusion methods using 
normalized matching scores. The triangular norm are 
proposed in section 2, and the performance of fusion can 
be adjudged by a GAR serving as one of the performance 
measures of biometric recognition. Its value equals 

FRR100 and its represent the genuine accept rate .
In this experiments, the t-norm like Yager, Frank, 

Einstein and Hamacher are implemented for the score 
level fusion based on raw matching scores. The other 
fusion method by the SVM that require training and Sum, 
min, max rules which do not require any learning or 
training are also tested. The performance can be seen 
from Table 1.

Tab.1. The performance comparison between different score 
level fusion methods

Score level fusion methods for 
FAR=0.01% GAR(%)

Yager t-norm 93.8
Frank t-norm 94.6

Einstein t-norm 94.25
Hamacher t-norm 95

SVM 92.4
Sum rule 93.5
Min rule 93
Max rule 92.43

From the results shown in Table 1, it can be said that 
the fusion performance using t-norm are outperform than 
other classical score level fusion methods, the Yager 
t-norm method is 93.8% and the Frank t-norm is 94.6%, 
especially the Hamacher t-norm fusion method, it is give 
the best performance with GAR 95% and it more than 
sum rule 1.5% and SVM method 2.6%.

5.4. Compare the new fusion method with different 
initial fusion strategies

In this experiment, we measure the advantages of 
the proposed new fusion method over some initial score 
level fusion method such as LR, Tanh and MinMax with 
simple sum rule, these initial score level fusion methods 
are using the matching scores for the fusion step. The 
EER of all the single matcher can be found in Table 2.

Tab. 2. EER of each simple recognition systems

F1 F2 F3 S1 S2
EER(%) 6.1 4.1 3.5 2.8 4.45

As shown in Table 2, among the three face matchers, 
the matcher F3 gain the best performance, and among the 
speech matchers, the performance order is S1, S2.

The fusion experiments are conducted with six 
multimodal combination. Table 3 shows the performance 
of multimodal fusion among the proposed new method 
named transfer function triangular fusion(TFTF), LR, 
Tanh and MaxMin (MM)with simple sum rule.

Tab.3. EER comparison between different fusion methods

EER(%) F1S1 F1S2 F2S1 F2S2 F3S1 F3S2

TFTF 0.490 1.255 0.463 1.050 0.250 0.901
LR 0.628 1.560 0.500 1.000 0.293 0.985
Tanh 0.571 1.754 0.545 1.750 0.513 0.668
MM 0.571 1.638 0.916 1.264 0.476 1.250

From the Table 3, we can observe that the proposed 
new method provides the best performance 4 times and 
the second performance 2 times, that means the proposed 
new fusion method gain the best performance. For 
example, the combination F3S1 give the best 
performance and the lowest EER is 0.250, far lower than 
the single modality recognition.

In order to evaluate our method more precisely, we 
using rank mark to evaluate our fusion method. For 
example, the performance mark for the best matcher is 4 
and followed is 3,2,1. In the special circumstance, the 
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performance of the two matchers are the same, that the 
mean value of the two mark are used for evaluate. Table 
4 shows the performance mark of different fusion 
methods.

Tab.4. Performance mark comparison between different fusion 
methods

Mark F1S1 F1S2 F2S1 F2S2 F3S1 F3S2
TFT

F 4 4 4 3 4 3

LR 1 3 3 4 3 2
Tanh 2.5 1 2 1 1 4
MM 2.5 2 1 2 2 1

From the results shown in Table 4, we can easily 
find that the TFTF method give the best recognition 
performance because the total mark is 22 and it is the 
largest one, the mark of the LR method is 16 and it is the 
second well performance. 

5.5. Compare the new fusion method with different 
initial fusion strategies which combine triangular 
norms

In this experiment, we measure the advantages of 
the proposed new fusion method over some initial score 
level fusion method combined triangular norms, these 
fusion methods named MaxMin_T, Tanh_T, 
T_SVM.Table 5 shows the performance of multimodal 
fusion among these four fusion methods.

Tab.5. EER comparison between different fusion methods based 
on Triangular Norms

EER(%) F1S1 F1S2 F2S1 F2S2 F3S1 F3S2

TFTF 0.490 1.255 0.463 1.050 0.250 0.901
Tanh_T 0.525 1.698 0.500 1.576 0.425 0.631
MM_T 0.525 1.360 0.423 0.692 0.454 0.988

T_SVM 1.327 2.250 0.800 1.131 0.500 1.020

From the Table 5, we can see that the proposed 
fusion method still outperform than Tanh_T, MM_T and 
T_SVM methods, it is give the best performance 3 times 
and the second performance 3 times. And the EER of the 
Tanh_T and MM_T  are lower than the Tanh and MM 
methods, so it prove that the triangular norms can 
improve the fusion performance certainly.

Table 6 shows the performance mark of different 
fusion methods based on triangular norms. From the 
Table 6, we can easily find that the total mark of TFTF is 
21, its the largest mark , the MM_T give the second 
performance and its total is 17.5.

Tab. 6. Performance mark comparison between different fusion 
methods based on Triangular Norms

Mark F1S1 F1S2 F2S1 F2S2 F3S1 F3S2
TFTF 4 4 3 3 4 3

Tanh_T 2.5 2 2 1 3 4
MM_T 2.5 3 4 4 2 2

T_SVM 1 1 1 2 1 1

6. Conclusion
The domain of multibiometric is a new and exciting 

area of information science and pattern recognition 
research. Recent years have seen a significant increase in 
research activity directed understanding all aspects of 
biometric information system representation and 
utilization for decision making support. This paper is 
specifically focused on understanding the complex 
mechanisms employed to find a good combination of 
multiple biometric traits and various fusion methods to 
get a optimal recognition results.

In this paper, a novel fusion scheme which using 

FAR, FRR and triangular norms is proposed. It firstly 

calculates FRR and FAR based on training samples, and 

obtained the Transfer function based on FAR and FRR. 

Then computes Transfer function of each matching 

scores through interpolation based on testing samples. At 

the last, the final decision are made by t-norms. 

Compared to the existing methods, the fusion algorithm 

proposed in this paper can greatly improve the 

recognition performance of multibiometric system 

compared to existing fusion methods.

Future work should focused on following two fields:

(1) The computation of the transfer function in the 

testing process is based on interpolation, the following 

work should investigate a new method to  compute the 

optimal transfer function.

(2) The transfer function can fused by other complex 

fusion method and also its our future work.
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